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Create an Alert WorkflowCreate an Alert Workflow

An Alert Workflow represents a set of predefined system configurations related to Alert
Issue handling. When a Workflow is applied to a KPI Alert, the following settings are
assigned to the Alert:

Status: allows defining the state of Issue resolution

a set of available Statuses, Roles, and some predefinead Alerting settings.

This article describes the first step of using Alert Management functionality. The full process
includes:

1. Create an Alert WorkflowCreate an Alert Workflow
2. Apply an Alert Workflow to a new or existing KPI Rule

 Permissions:Permissions: Alert Workflows can be created by Admin users only.

Available for:Available for: KPI Alerts

1. Access New > Alert Rule > Alert Workflow

Name:Name: Type in a unique and descriptive name for your future workflow. It will help you
distinguish this Alert workflow from other options.
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Alternatively, a new Alert Workflow can be created while
setting up a KPI Alert

2. Statuses: overview, creating a new Status

A status is used to communicate the progress made on resolving an Alert Issue.

(The state of the status is used on the Alert Issue Grid to filter Alert Issues into My Alerts, My
Subscriptions, Open Alerts, & All Alerts.)

Every new or existing workflow contains 2 default statuses that can be neither edited, nor
deleted: NewNew and ResolvedResolved. They represent 2 of the Alert states available within the system:
OpenOpen or ClosedClosed Alert, respectively. When the Alert is first created, it is automatocally assigned
the NewNew status.
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Create New Status

To create a new Workfow status option, define the following settings:

• Status name:Status name: Define the name of the status that can describe interimn steps reflecting
the progress made on an assigned Alert.

• State:State: Each status in the workflow is assigned one of these states: Open or Closed. The
state is used to filter Alerts (for example, only show open alerts). Closed alerts no longer
send notifications or have other updates attached.

SaveSave your entries.

3. Default Notification Settings

1. Auto-close alert when condition no longer applies:Auto-close alert when condition no longer applies: Admin can choose if a specific
alert rule auto-closes when condition is not longer met.

◦ Choose closing statusChoose closing status (this field is shown only when auto-close is enabled
above): From the drop-down list select a status

2. Acknowledgement by assignee requiredAcknowledgement by assignee required (see the example of an email below): If this
setting is enabled, when an Alert with this workflow fires, an Assignee receives an
email message with a request for a formal acknowledgement. This option offers a
way to confirm that an Assignee is indeed aware of the Alert details and takes
responsibility for the next step. This option may be helpful when dealing with high
priority Alerts that should be taken care of quickly and effecienlty.
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4. Alert Workflow Roles: overview, creating a new Role
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Crete New Role

1. Initial NotificationInitial Notification: Choose a method of Notificaion delivery when an Alert is
generated and/or assigned to a User.

2. Update Notification:Update Notification: Choose a method of Notificaion delivery whenever the Alert is
updated with a Comment, Attachment, Status / Assignee / Priority change, or setting
it to a Snooze mode.

3. Starting Notification DelayStarting Notification Delay: This option allows to define a delay period (in days,
hours, minutes) from initial Alert creation to when the first notification is sent to an
Assignee. If the Alert Status StateStatus State is set to 'closed' before the delay time has expired,
no Notifications will be sent.

4. Inaction Reminder Notification:Inaction Reminder Notification: Set an interval countdown timer and if no update is
made until the interval reaches zero, a reminder notification is sent to an Assignee.
Once the interval reaches zero, it resets and starts counting down again. The interval
will continue to count down until the Alert is closed or the reminder Notification is
turned off at the User level.

5. Consecutive alert notifications:Consecutive alert notifications: When the Metric meets the Alert Rule condition for
the first time, the Initial NotificationInitial Notification is sent. If this setting is turned OnOn and the Metric
continues to meet the Alert rule condition on consecutive data points, an Alert
Notification will be sent. This is is the same as choosing Every TimeEvery Time in the current
version of alerting. If this setting is tuned OffOff, then users will only receive notifications
when there is an update to the alert (see Update NotificationsUpdate Notifications).
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Apply a Workflow to a KPI Alert RuleApply a Workflow to a KPI Alert Rule

Business trends may be unpredictable - but you should be ready both for good and bad
news, and, ideally, be informed about any outcome as quickly as possible - in the majority
of cases timig is everyhting. To automate data analysis, a set KPI Alerts with preferred
delivery methods can be applied to a Metric. For more details refer to:

But simply knowing that your data has certain anomalies is definitely not enough: What
caused this data anomaly? If there is an issue of any kind, who is going to fix it?

In addition to applying a KPI Alert Rule to a Metric, a set of advanced options can be added
to this KPI Alert Rule. These settings include:

• Alert StatusAlert Status (open or closed):: is this data anomaly is still an issue or just an
insignificant historical episode?

• RolesRoles for those users who should take care of it.
• Priority:Priority: does this data anomaly represent critical changes or this is nothing urgent

and dramatic?

Applying a Workflow to an Alert Rules allows to track actions that have been taken in case
this Alert fired. Alert Workflows can be added to those Alert Rules you have created in past -
they will seamlessly integrate with your usual procedures. This article describes how to add
Workflows to those Alert Rules that you have already been using and to the new ones.

PREREQUISITES:PREREQUISITES:
Create an Alert Workflow

 Permissions:Permissions:

• Admin Users:Admin Users: can create KPI Alerts with a Workflow, assign / reassign / edit
Workflows for ANY existing KPI Alerts.

• Power Users:Power Users: can create KPI Alerts with a Workflow, assign / reassign Workflows to
those KPI Alerts that they have created.

• Regular User:Regular User: no access to KPI Alert Editor.
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To a previously created KPI Alert

Despite the fact that Managed Alerting is a newly introduced functionality, Alert Workflows can
be applied to those Alerts you have created earlier in previous Versions of Metric Insights.

See how you can apply Workflows to those KPI Rules you've
used before
1. Make sure the Metric is assigned a KPI Alert Rule

1. At the upper right corner if the screen click the AlertAlert icon. The pop-up displaying any
Alert rules assined for this Metric are going to be shown.

2. If no Alert Rules are assigned to this Metric, you can create one by clicking [+ New[+ New
Rule]Rule]. In this case folow the procedure described at the section below:

Apply a Workflow while creating a KPI Alert
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2. Open Metric Editor > Alerting tab

1. To open the Metric Editor, in the upper right corner click the GearGear icon.
2. Move to the Alerting tab.
3. Access the Alert Rules associated with this MetricAlert Rules associated with this Metric section.
4. Power Users NotePower Users Note. If you are a KPI Alert Rule creator, it is going to be colored in blue

and its name is going to be cliclable, otherwise, you have no permission to edit it. If
you click it, you are going to be redirected to the KPI Alert Editor.

3. Go to the Alert Editor > Subscriptions & Alert Workflows tab
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1. In the KPI Alert Editor go to the Subscriptions & Alert Workflows tab.
2. At the top of the tab click Assign new Alert WorkflowAssign new Alert Workflow.
3. In an opened pop-up choose one of the Workflows from the drop-down list.

While creating a new KPI Alert

Starting from Version 5.1 Metric Insights offers more ways to control what happens to your
data after some Alert fires. You can start applying Workflows to all the new KPI Alerts you
create.

See how you can create a KPI Alert with a Workflow
1. Access Metric Viewer > at the upper right corner if the screen click the
Alert icon

1.1. Create a new Alert Rule

At the opened pop-up click [+ New Rule][+ New Rule].
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1.2. Notification Settings

1. Once you define the Alert Criteria and Content, your final step (4 - Notification)
implies setting up distribution method, frequency and, beginning from Version 5.1,
whether any Alert Workflow should be applied to it.

2. Choose one of the previously defined Alert Workflows from the drop-down list.
3. Admin User option. You can add a new Alert Workflow on the fly by clicking the PlusPlus

button. A "New Workflow" with default system settings is going to be applied to an
Alert. You can further edit it in the Alert Workflow Editor.
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Capabilities by User Roles
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Alerting for Admin and Power UsersAlerting for Admin and Power Users

 This article describes Alerting in Version 5.1 and further.

For the reference on prior Versions (4.2 or 5.0.x), see: Alerting for Admin and Power
Users

Only Power Users and Administration User see the NewNew menu.

KPI Alerts Overview

You can create 4 different types of Alert Rules from New
Menu > Alert Rule menu

1. KPI AlertsKPI Alerts are created to show changes occurring in Metrics
2. Report AlertsReport Alerts are created to show changes in Reports
3. Global AlertsGlobal Alerts are applied across a broad range of metrics
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4. Alert WorkflowsAlert Workflows are applied to Alerts to create ManagedManaged AlertsAlerts - for general
information, see Managed Alerting

1. New KPI Alert pop-up

1. New MetricNew Metric option allows you to create a Metric using the Metric Creation Wizard
with the final step being Add alert rulesAdd alert rules

2. Existing MetricExisting Metric option will ask you to select a Metric and then will transfer directly to
a series of pop-ups to Add alert rulesAdd alert rules
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1.1. Next step: Basics of KPI Alert Rules

1. Select the type of comparison you wish to create
2. Determine if you want to 'share' your alert or keep it private
3. Wizard will guide you through the steps required to complete the Alert

2. New Report Alert pop-up
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1. Select a report - this must be a SnapShot report: one that keeps History.
2. Select to receive a Report when any data exists: when data shows a 10% increase

based on specific reporting values, such as 'Same Time Last Year'
3. Select to receive a Report with specific changes from the prior report: this options

allows you to format very detailed alerts based on changes between two report
instances

Again, easy-to-understand Wizards will walk you through the steps required, but to see a
detailed description link to Report Alert Rules

3. New Global Alert pop-up - only available to Admin Users

Global Alerts can be created with any of the KPI Alert choices plusplus four special alert rules

1. The basis for the StoplightStoplight is specific to each Metric based on the settings in Metric
Editor / Stoplights tab a

2. The Unusual valueUnusual value is determined by setting of Statistical View (# of Standard
Deviations) in Metric Editor / Charting tab.

3. Best everBest ever and Worst everWorst ever values for this Metric

Both of these values are determined individually for each Metric
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4. New Alert Workflow screen - only available to Admin Users

1. Select [+ New Alert Workflow][+ New Alert Workflow] from list of existing Workflow
2. Change the NameName to something meaningful
3. Add any number of New StatusNew Status for the Workflow
4. Add New RolesNew Roles as needed
5. SaveSave and your Workflow is ready to be used by other Administrators and Power

Users: for detail on this, see Apply a Workflow to a KPI Alert Rule

See the Details in Create an Alert Workflow
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Alerting for Regular UserAlerting for Regular User

 This article describes Alerting in Version 5.1 and further.

For the reference on prior Versions (4.2 or 5.0.x), see: Alerting for Regular User

Metric Insigths offers 3 main types of Alerts that can be applied to Reports and Metrics. This
article describes how Regular Users can "interact" with each of the Alert types (create /
subscribe, etc.):

• KPI Alerts
• Report Notifications
• Global Alerts

KPI Alerts

 Permissions:Permissions: Regular Users can create KPI alertsKPI alerts on any Metrics they can view if they
have a following Privilege assigned to them either individually or via a Group
membership: Create Custom Alert.Create Custom Alert. Admin Users can assigning this Privilege at: Admin
> Users > User Editor > Info tab > Privileges section.

Available at:Available at: Metric Viewers.
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1. Such Alerts are created to catch the specific changes occurring in Metrics. Such Rules
can be represented by comparing a newly collected value:

◦ to a fixed value:to a fixed value: For example, Alert me if a Value collected today is more or
equal to 1.000.

◦ to a prior value:to a prior value: compare the latest measurement value to a prior value for
the same Metric.

◦ to an average of prior values:to an average of prior values: compare the latest measurement value to the
average of values recorded recently.

◦ to the recent volatility levels:to the recent volatility levels: compare the latest measurement value to the
standard deviation of the average of values recorded recently.

◦ combination of multiple alerts:combination of multiple alerts: Mix and match the previously created Alert
Rules.

2. Regular users can subscribe to any public (meaning, available to all system users)
Alert Rules for this Metric. All they have to do is check the box next to the Alert Rule
condition and choose their own preferred distribution method.
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Alternative way for creating a KPI Alert Rule. How to check
what KPI Alerts a Regular user is subscribed to?

1. To check out the list of KPI Alert Rules a User is subscribed to, go to: My Preferences
> My Alerts.

The list of Metrics to which these KPI rules have been applied is shown. Click a Metric name
to access its Viewer and review all the Alert Rules applied to it.

2. To create a new Rule from this screen, click [+ New subscription][+ New subscription] to begin.

For Regular Users the only valid cjoice is Existing MetricExisting Metric, so from the drop-down list below
choose a Metric to which an Alert Rule should be applied and click Next stepNext step. Then, define
the Alert criteria. For details refer to: [KPI Alert Rules] Wizard, types, criteria, user
subscriptions

Report Notifications

 Permissions:Permissions: Regular Users can subscribe to a Report Notification (Immediate / Daily /
Weekly / Monthly Digest) without any Privileges.

Metric-based Alert Rules cannot be created by Regular Users.

Available at:Available at: Report Viewers.
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Whenever you want to subscribe to Report updates, click the EnvelopeEnvelope icon at the upper right
corner of the Report Viewer.Report Viewer. Next, just check the subscription box to make this Notification
active and define how often you would like to receive updates by choosing one of the available
distribution options:

• Immediately via email: a user is going to receive an email only in case the Report
consists at least one new row after an update. If there are no new rows, an email will not
be sent.

• Daily Notification Digest
• Weekly Notification Digest
• Monthly Notification Digest

To check what elements are included into Daily / Weekly or Monthly Notification Digest, go to
My Preferences (at the upper right corner of the screen click your userame) > My Notifications.
See the image below:
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NOTE:NOTE: Distribution schedules for these Digests are defined globally and cannot be changed
according to personal User Preferences. For example, if a Daily Notification Digest is set up to
be sent "Daily (Every day at 0:00)" by the Admin, every User subscribed to it is going to receive it
at the same time. But the content of such Email digest is going to vary depending on User's
subscriptions to Reports and his scope of element access.

Email address and email Template can be set up by clicking the Gear icon in the respective row.

Global Alerts

 Permissions:Permissions: Can be created by Admin users only, but when created are available for
subscription for any system User (including Regular Users).

Available at:Available at: Metric Viewers.

Global Alert Rules are always labled in way so that it is easy to distiguish them from KPI Alert
Rules.

Such Alerts are applied across a broad range of Metrics. For more details refer to: [Global Alert
Rules] How do they work for Metrics?
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Setting up Alert Notifications (Digest /Setting up Alert Notifications (Digest /
Immediate)Immediate)

This process walks you through the basic setup:

• for Immediate Alerts
• for Alert digests
• for creating new Alerts via the Alert Editor

To learn how to set up an Alert directly from the Metric Viewer, refer to: Basics for the Alert
Wizards - KPI Rules

For more general information on notifications in Metric Insights, refer to: My Notifications -
Overview

1. Use Case

When creating a new Alert Rule or subscribing to an already created one, a user is supposed to
choose the method of distribution and notification frequency in case this Alert fires. This Alert
can be sent:
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• In an email digestemail digest
• ImmediatelyImmediately
• In the browser onlybrowser only: indicated by the Alert icon on the tile of a respective element on the

Homepage.

NOTE:NOTE: When choosing either email digestemail digest or immediate sendingimmediate sending, you need to make sure that
the system 'knows' where and when such notifications should be sent to you.

To set up email digests or immediate Alerts, go to My Preferences menu (at the upper right
corner of the screen below your username) > My Notifications.

1.1. Alert Digest

This option allows you to receive a complete Alert DigestAlert Digest displaying ALL Alerts generated since
your last Digest. To set up DigestDigest distribution:

1. In the Alert DigestAlert Digest row click the GearGear icon. The Alert Digest pop-up opens.
2. Specify the email this digest should be sent to.
3. Define the schedule for sending out the digest. You have the option receive them on

any publicpublic schedule or you create your own privateprivate schedule. For more details, refer
to: Creating a new schedule from Notifications screens

SaveSave your entries. Now, all your existing and future Alert subscriptions (chosen to be sent as an
Email Digest) are going to be sent to the specified email and upon the selected Schedule.
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1.2. Immediate Alerts

Immediate Alerts allow you to request receiving each Alert as they are generated. This way, you
can keep up with the data changes without without any need to open the system. To set up
immediate Alertimmediate Alert distribution:

1. In the Immediate AlertsImmediate Alerts row click the GearGear icon. The Immediate Alerts pop-up opens.
2. Specify your email for Immediate Alerts
3. You may request that all Immediate Alerts ALSOALSO be sent via an alternate method,

such as a Email Digest, Phone Alert (if you paired your Web Version with Mobile
application) or SMS to provide a backup. See Sending alerts via SMS or MMS for
further details on receiving your Alerts via text rather than email.
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2. Creating new Alerts from the Alert Editor

1. To create a new Alert, go to the Alerts tab
2. The ElementsElements grid will display those elements for which you have selected to receive

Alerts. You can modify them by clicking a Gear icon in the respective row.
3. You can also add new Metric alerts by clicking [+ New subscription][+ New subscription].

2.1. Adding new Alerts via Subscription grid

Two options are provided for creating a KPI Alert:

1. New MetricNew Metric: You first need to go through a procedure of creating a Metric. Once your
Metric is built, Enable & Publish it and you will then be guided to create the KPI Alert
Rule.
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2. Existing MetricExisting Metric: Opens a drop-down list of existing Metrics. Choose a Metric and click
Next StepNext Step to move on to creating an Alert. For more details refer to: Basics for the
Alert Wizards - KPI Rules

NOTE:NOTE: Only Admin and Power Users may select the New MetricNew Metric option.

2.2. The Alert Wizard

This Wizard will allow Admin and Power Users to create Alert Rules for monitoring data
changes. For more details on Wizard steps, refer to: Basics for the Alert Wizards - KPI Rules
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Types of Alert Rules
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[KPI Alert Rules] Wizard, types, criteria, user[KPI Alert Rules] Wizard, types, criteria, user
subscriptionssubscriptions

 This article describes Alerting in Version 5.1 and further.

For the reference on prior Versions (4.2 or 5.0.x), see: [KPI Alert Rules] Basics for the
Alert Wizards

There are multiple variations of Alert Wizard, the correct one will be chosen for you based
on where you begin to create an alert. For an example, this article will use the KPI AlertKPI Alert
Creation WizardCreation Wizard as an example.. The other wizards are very similar in design.

The various comparison options are explained pictorially here.

 Can be created by:Can be created by: Admin Users. Power and Regular Users should have a "Create
Custom Alert" Privilege assigned to them either directly or via Group Membership.
Check at Admin > Users > User Editor > Info tab > Privileges section

Can be applied to:Can be applied to: Metrics. External Visualizations also support Metric-based Alert
Rules.

NOTE:NOTE: The video below shows the User Interface of Version 4.2 / 5.0/x. The changes made in
Version 5.1.x:

• slight difference of the step ordering
• an ability to apply an Alert Workflow.
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Create new KPI alert rule

1. Admin and Power Users can access the wizard from New > Alert Rule > KPI Alert
2. All Users can access the wizard via the Metric Viewer > Alert icon > Alert Кules pop-up

> [ + New Rule][ + New Rule]

Coming from the "New" menu involves choosing the Metric to
which the Alert Rule should be applied

You can choose one of the following:

1. Create a New MetricNew Metric: You are going to be redirected to the Metric Editor. After the
Metric is created, a similar set of wizard steps will allow you to create a KPI Alert.
Reference articles:

◦ Create a Simple (Undimensioned) Metric
◦ Create a Dimensioned Metric

2. If you choose to use Existing MetricExisting Metric, select it from the drop-down list below.
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KPI Alert Wizard

1. Alert Rule Type

1. Choose which Type of Alert Rule you plan to create:
◦ Fixed Value:Fixed Value: This will compare the latest measurement value to a specific

threshold that you set
◦ Prior Value:Prior Value: Compare the latest measurement value to a prior value for the

same metric (e.g. value from same time last year)
◦ Average of prior values:Average of prior values: Compare the latest measurement value to the

average of values recorded recently
◦ Target Value:Target Value: Set the Alert based on how the latest measurement time

compares with a target value
◦ Recent Volatility Levels:Recent Volatility Levels: Compare the latest measurement value to the

standard deviations of the average of values recorded recently
◦ Combination of multiple Alerts:Combination of multiple Alerts: a flexible way to customize your criteria

For detailed explanation per each option visit: Alert Comparison options

2. Public / Private AlertPublic / Private Alert: Choose whether you want to use this Alert Rule individually or
other Users can subscribe to it as well.

2. Alert Criteria
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This step is going to have different set of Alert criteria options depending on the AlertAlert
Rule TypeRule Type selected in Step 1 (see above).

The process of setting the Alert criteria is similar to constructing a sentence: you choose
conditions and the values which are going to serve as a reference.
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3. Content

You can customize the defaults for:

1. Subject:Subject: You have an option to provide different Subject line displayed both for emailemail
and phonephone alerts

2. Alert TextAlert Text: The text that displays on Viewers and in emails for this Alert
3. Send with the Alert:Send with the Alert: You can choose to add Alternative VisualizationAlternative Visualization by selecting it

from the drop-down list or attach NothingNothing
4. Additional messageAdditional message is optional
5. The Preview & TestPreview & Test section will display the ContentContent as you change it - you can also

trigger a Test Alert to be generated to verify spacing for the alert.
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4. Default Notification Method / Alert Workflow

1. Choose whether you want to add an Alert Workflow. To know more about Managed
Alerting, refer to this section of our Help: Managed Alerting

2. Define the default distribution method and alerting frequency for this Alert. If this
Alert Rule is public and other users will be subscribing to it, they can choose their
preferred delivery method and frequency.
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Once the Alert is ready, you are going to be automatically
subscribed to it

NOTE:NOTE: To unsubscribe from this Alert, clear the check box next to the Alert Subject.

How to subscribe other Users to this Alert?

1. Access Metric Viewer > Alert Icon > Alert Rules

You are going to be redirected to the Alert Rule Editor.
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2. Open Subscriptions & Alert Workflows tab

You can add subscribers via:

1. a User Map. For more details refer to: Create a User Map
2. adding a Group of Users. Refer to: Create/Maintain Groups and Assign Privileges
3. individually checking users from the list.
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[KPI Alert Rules] Mass subscription of Users via[KPI Alert Rules] Mass subscription of Users via
User MapsUser Maps

Any User Map created in the system (at Admin > User Maps) can be used as a Subscription
User Map for KPI Alert Rules.

• For dimensioned Metrics:For dimensioned Metrics: If the KPI Alert Rule is applied to a dimensioned Metric,
make sure that a User Map includes a column with Dimension Values.

• For simple (undimesnioned metrics):
• User Map settings override individual and Group subscriptions defined by Admins.User Map settings override individual and Group subscriptions defined by Admins.

For example, if a User has been previously subscribed to all values of the "Country"
dimension by individual/group subscription, but according to the User Map he only
has access to "Germany" Dimension Value, once this User Map is applied to a KPI
Alert rule, he will only be sudscribed to "Germany" Chart and only get data on
Germany. Further subscription changes of this User can only be made via a User
Map unless it is unapplied from an Alert.

NOTE: Personal User subscriptions are summed up with User Map subscriptionsNOTE: Personal User subscriptions are summed up with User Map subscriptions. For
example, if a User is subscribed to Alerts per "Germany" via a User map and he
additionally subscribes to "Spain" in the Metric Viewer, he will receive Alert Notifications
from both countries.

PREREQUISITES:PREREQUISITES:

Create a User Map NOTE:NOTE: The first column of a User Map is always treated as a Username
column.

 Can be used for:Can be used for: Managed and non-managed Alerts. For details refer to: Managed
Alerting
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How to apply a User Map to a KPI Alert

1. Access KPI Alert Editor

You can access Alert Editor in one of the following ways:

• Via the Metric Viewer (shown in the picture above):
1. At the upper right corner of the Metric Viewer click the Alert icon. the pop-up

opens.
2. Find the KPI rule to which a User Map should be applied

• Via the Metric Editor > Alerting tab > Alert Rules associated with this Metric
• Via the ContentContent top menu: access Content > Alerts > KPI Alerts > choose the Rule from

the list.
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2. Open Subscriptions & Alert Workflows tab

1. In the User Map SubscriptionsUser Map Subscriptions sections click [+ Edit User Map Access][+ Edit User Map Access]. A pop-up
opens.

2. Subscription mapSubscription map: Choose the applicable User Map from the drop-down list. NOTE:NOTE:
The first column of a User Map is always treated as a Username column.

3. This field is shown only for Alerts which are applied to dimensioned Metrics and is
named after a Dimension. <Dimension name><Dimension name>: Map a column in a User Map with
dimension KEYKEY values.

SaveSave your entries.

Helpful Info

User Access Requirements

Simple (Undimensioned) MetricSimple (Undimensioned) Metric: Users from the User map should have access permission
granted either individually or via a Group membership. Can be checked at: Admin > Users >
User Editor > Elements tab.

Dimensioned MetricDimensioned Metric: Users from the User map should have access to:

• Metric itself granted either individually or via a Group membership. Can be checked at:
Admin > Users > User Editor > Elements tab.

• All or the same dimension Values as designated in the User map. Can be checked at:
Admin > Users > User Editor > Dimensions tab.
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How to delete a User Map from a KPI Alert

 After the User Map is unapplied from KPI Alert Rule, users that were subscribed by
User Map will be still stay subscribed to this Alert.

1. In the User Map SubscriptionsUser Map Subscriptions sections click [+ Edit User Map Access][+ Edit User Map Access]. A pop-up
opens.

2. From the drop-down list choose an option denoting no User Map.

SaveSave your settings.
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[Global Alert Rules] How do they work for[Global Alert Rules] How do they work for
Metrics?Metrics?

 This article describes Alerting in Version 5.1 and further.

For the reference on prior Versions (4.2 or 5.0.x), see: [Global Alert Rules] How do they
work for Metrics?

Global AlertingGlobal Alerting is one of the key features of Metric Insight since they can be applied to an
entire set of metrics.

 Can be created and modified by:Can be created and modified by: Admin User only but are available for use by all Users.
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Create new Global Alert Rule

Access New > Alert rule > Global Alert
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Global Alert Rule Wizard

1. Global Alert Types

• Fixed Value:Fixed Value: This will compare the latest measurement value to a specific threshold that
you set

• Prior Value:Prior Value: Compare the latest measurement value to a prior value for the same metric
(e.g. value from same time last year)

• Average of prior values:Average of prior values: Compare the latest measurement value to the average of values
recorded recently

• Recent Volatility Levels:Recent Volatility Levels: Compare the latest measurement value to the standard
deviations of the average of values recorded recently

• Stoplight:Stoplight: By applying this type of alert Rule to a Metric, you activate its Stoplight View.
Refer to: Define a Metric's Stoplight

• Unusual / Best / Worst Value:Unusual / Best / Worst Value: The Unusual valueUnusual value is determined by setting of Statistical
View (# of standard Deviations) in Metric Editor > Charting tab and do not require
defining criteria to the Alert Rule itself.
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Pecularities

Stoplight Alert Rule: Adjust the parameters

Modifying these settings will change the circumstances under which the Metric fall within the
Stoplight is redStoplight is red value.

NOTE:NOTE: Based on screen above, the data value would have to fall below 5% of Target twicetwice after
having been above 5% at least one time.

Unusual Value Alert Rule: Adjust the standard deviation band
in the Metric Editor

Unusual alerts are triggered when a value falls outside of Statistical rangeStatistical range set individually for
each Metric. This value is set in the ChartingCharting tab of the Metric Editor; the default is 2 Standard
Deviations. The alerts generated will be labeled as either an Unusual LowUnusual Low or Unusual HighUnusual High.
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2. Alert Criteria

 This step is going to have different set of Alert criteria options depending on the AlertAlert
Rule TypeRule Type selected in Step 1 (see above).

Unusual / Best / Worst ValueUnusual / Best / Worst Value Alert rules do not require defining criteria.
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3. Default Notification Method
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[Report Notifications] Subscription Options,[Report Notifications] Subscription Options,
Settings availableSettings available

 This article describes ways of subscribing to Report updates in Version 5.1

Two methods are available to subscribe to Report Notifications:

1. Subscribe to receive notifications:Subscribe to receive notifications: this allows you to receive immediate / daily /
weekly / monthly emails with Report updates (new rows).

2. Add Metric-based Alert RuleAdd Metric-based Alert Rule: use this method to define the criteria of the anomalous
or expected data the same way you do for KPI Alerts. If you go for this option, you will
need to either create a new Metric or attach an existing one to this Report, since KPI
Alert Rules can be attached to Metric only.

Both procedures and available settings are described below in this article.
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1. Subscribe to receive notifications + set up notification
volume, email, schedule

1. Check this box subscribe to receive notifications. System message is going to change.
2. Choose how often you would like to receive updates:

◦ Immediately via emailImmediately via email: if this option is selected, a notification is going to be
sent only in case there is going to be at least one new row in this Report.

◦ Daily Notification DigestDaily Notification Digest
◦ Weekly Notification DigestWeekly Notification Digest
◦ Monthly Notification DigestMonthly Notification Digest

Save Changes.Save Changes.

To set up any of these Notification Digests, go to My Preferences >
My Notifications
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1. Access My Preferences > My Notifications
2. Click the Notification name link to manage elements, content volumeClick the Notification name link to manage elements, content volume::

◦ Add tilesAdd tiles: Click to open a pop-up and add more elements to this Digest.
◦ Include:Include: Define whether you want this digest to include full information per

each element added to it (everything all the timeeverything all the time) OR only the newest updates
per the Digest interval (only what's been updated since last emailonly what's been updated since last email).

◦ Include custom header / footerInclude custom header / footer: You can add some cusome text message to
the email header and footer.

◦ (Available in Version 5.1.1) Email template:Email template: Choose one of the email templates
from the drop-down list. New templates can be created only by the Admin
users at: Admin > Email Templates.

◦ Include PPT document:Include PPT document: The generated Notification Digest can be additionally
attached to the email. To add a new PPT template that should be used for this
Notification Digest, follow the instructions in this article: PowerPoint
Presentation (Create / Custom Templates)

3. Click the GEAR icon to define email address.Click the GEAR icon to define email address.

NOTENOTE: Distribution SchedulesSchedules for these Digests are defined globally and cannot be changed
according to personal User Preferences. For example, if Daily Notification Digest is set up to be
sent "Daily (Every day at 0:00)" by the Admin, every User subscribed to it is going to receive it at
the same time. But the content of such Email digest is going to vary depending on User's
subscriptions to Reports and his scope of element access.

2. Add Metric-based Alert Rule

To create a KPI Alert rule with specific criteria, you should attach it to the Metric. This Metric
should have the same data as your Report (preferably, the same Data Source and Collection
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Schedule), so that if new Values meet the criteria predefined in the KPI Alert Rule, the Alert that
is going to fire will be applicable both for the Report and a Metric. You can either:

1. choose one of the Metrics that has been created earlier
2. define a new Metric from this Report: option selected for this article.

Map Report columns and Metric Values

 For detailed process description refer to: Source a Metric from an Single Existing
Report
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Create a KPI Alert for this Metric

 For detailed process description refer to: [KPI Alert Rules] Wizard, types, criteria, user
subscriptions
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Detailed explanation of Alert ComparisonDetailed explanation of Alert Comparison
optionsoptions

Types of KPI Alert rule:

1. Fixed Value - This will compare the latest measurement value to a specific
threshold that you set

2. Prior Value - Compare the latest measurement value to a prior value for the
same metric (e.g. value from same time last year)

3. Average of prior values - Compare the latest measurement value to the average
of values recorded recently

4. Target Value - Set the Alert based on how the latest measurement time compares
with a target value

5. Recent Volatility Levels - Compare the latest measurement value to the standard
deviations of the average of values recorded recently

6. Combination of alert rules

NOTENOTE: You may notice slight differences in the options offered in Version 3

1. Fixed Value comparisons
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For Fixed Amounts:

1. More than a value
2. More or equal to a value
3. Less than a value
4. Less than or equal to a value
5. Equals a value
6. Not equal to a value

for Fixed Percentages:

1. More than X percents of the value above
2. More than or equal to X percents of the value above
3. More than X percents of the value below
4. More than or equal to X percents of the value below
5. More than X percents of the value above or below

2. Prior Value comparisons

For Fixed Values:

1. More than a value above <prior_value>
2. More than a value below <prior_value>
3. More than a value above or below <prior_value>
4. Less than a value above <prior_value>
5. Less than a value below <prior_value>
6. Less than a value above or below <prior_value>
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for Fixed Percentages:

1. More than a percentage above <prior_value>
2. More than a percentage below <prior_value>
3. More than a percentage above or below <prior_value>
4. Less than a percentage above <prior_value>
5. Less than a percentage below <prior_value>
6. Less than a percentage above or below <prior_value>

3. Average of Prior Values comparisons - all days in period

A. Where CV = AverageAverage of All daysAll days of the <period> for the last N <periods>

For Fixed Values:

1. More than a value above <prior_value> of all days of the <period> for the last N
<periods>

2. More than a value below <prior_value> of all days of the <period> for the last N
<periods>

3. More than a value above or below <prior_value> of all days of the <period> for the
last N <periods>

4. Less than a value above <prior_value> of all days of the <period> for the last N
<periods>

5. Less than a value below <prior_value> of all days of the <period> for the last N
<periods>

6. Less than a value above or below <prior_value> of all days of the <period> for the last
N <periods>
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For Fixed Percentages:

1. More than a percentage above <prior_value> of all days of the <period> for the last N
<periods>

2. More than a percentage below <prior_value> of all days of the <period> for the last N
<periods>

3. More than a percentage above or below <prior_value> of all days of the <period> for
the last N <periods>

4. Less than a percentage above <prior_value> of all days of the <period> for the last N
<periods>

5. Less than a percentage below <prior_value> of all days of the <period> for the last N
<periods>

6. Less than a percentage above or below <prior_value> of all days of the <period> for
the last N <periods>

3.1. Average of Prior Values comparisons - same day in period

B. Where CV = AverageAverage of the same daysame day of the <period> for the last N <periods>

For Fixed Values:

1. More than a value above <prior_value> of the same day of the <period> for the last N
<periods>

2. More than a value below <prior_value> of the same day of the <period> for the last N
<periods>

3. More than a value above or below <prior_value> of the same day of the <period> for
the last N <periods>
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4. Less than a value above <prior_value> of the same day of the <period> for the last N
<periods>

5. Less than a value below <prior_value> of the same day of the <period> for the last N
<periods>

6. Less than a value above or below <prior_value> of the same day of the <period> for
the last N <periods>

For Fixed Percentages:

1. More than a percentage above <prior_value> of the same day of the <period> for the
last N <periods>

2. More than a percentage below <prior_value> of the same day of the <period> for the
last N <periods>

3. More than a percentage above or below <prior_value> of the same day of the
<period> for the last N <periods>

4. Less than a percentage above <prior_value> of the same day of the <period> for the
last N <periods>

5. Less than a percentage below <prior_value> of the same day of the <period> for the
last N <periods>

6. Less than a percentage above or below <prior_value> of the same day of the
<period> for the last N <periods>

4. Target Value comparisons

Where the CVCV = the Target ValueTarget Value

For Fixed Values:
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1. More than a value above <target_value>
2. More than a value below <target_value>
3. More than a value above or below <target_value>
4. Less than a value above <target_value>
5. Less than a value below <target_value>
6. Less than a value above or below <target_value>

for Fixed Percentages:

1. More than a percentage above <target_value>
2. More than a percentage below <target_value>
3. More than a percentage above or below <target_value>
4. Less than a percentage above <target_value>
5. Less than a percentage below <target_value>
6. Less than a percentage above or below <target_value>

5. Recent volatility levels comparisons - all days in period

A. Where CVCV = Value determined as (Number of standard deviations) XX (average of values for
the all daysall days of the <period> for the last N <periods>)

1. More than N standard deviations above the average of all days of the <period> for
the last N <periods>

2. More than N standard deviations below the average of all days of the <period> for
the last N <periods>

3. More than N standard deviations above or below the average of all days of the
<period> for the last N <periods>

4. Between N1 and N2 standard deviations above the average of all days of the
<period> for the last N <periods>

5. Between N1 and N2 standard deviations below the average of all days of the
<period> for the last N <periods>

6. Between N1 and N2 standard deviations above or below the average of all days of
the <period> for the last N <periods>

7. Within N standard deviations of the average of all days of the <period> for the last N
<periods>

5.1. Recent volatility levels comparisons - same day in period

B. Where CVCV = Value determined as (Number of standard deviations) XX (average of values for
the same daysame day of the <period> for the last N <periods>)

1. More than N standard deviations above the average of the same day of the <period>
for the last N <periods>

2. More than N standard deviations below the average of the same day of the <period>
for the last N <periods>

3. More than N standard deviations above or below the average of the same day of the
<period> for the last N <periods>

4. Between N1 and N2 standard deviations above the average of the same day of the
<period> for the last N <periods>
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5. Between N1 and N2 standard deviations below the average of the same day of the
<period> for the last N <periods>

6. Between N1 and N2 standard deviations above or below the average of the same day
of the <period> for the last N <periods>

7. Within N standard deviations of the average of all days of the same day of the
<period> for the last N <periods>

6. Combination of multiple Alerts (aka "Compound")

You may select any number of existing alerts, and generate one alert when:

1. AllAll of selected alerts fires
2. At least NAt least N of selected alerts fires
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